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Now I want to change ProgramId and ProductName (with using Delphi) because during the building I don't need this value and these things are
randomly I use. A: I don't understand your question, in general. If the string you want to change is not in a file, then you can read all the lines in a
file into an array of strings, then replace a part of one of them in that array. From your question, it seems you're trying to replace the part of the

line that starts with ProductName. If so, you should ask Delphi to replace the part starting with ProductName. The code for this would be something
like this: (I don't know Delphi, so I can't really give you specific Delphi code, but I think this should be enough to get you started...) var str : string;
replace : string; begin // open a file for reading // open it for writing ... // Read the file into an array of strings ... // go through the strings, starting
from position '2' // and replacing the part starting with 'ProductName' to // an empty string for i:=2 to numstr:=length(str) do begin replace :=

str[i,1] +'0'+ str[i,2] +'0'+ str[i,3]; str[i,1] := replace; end; // write the new string back to the file ... // close the file ... end; That should do it. P.S.
Personally, I would usually consider anything that changes the displayed name (i.e. ProductName) in a file incompatible, as this is considered as a
common practice in the industry. The present invention relates to a liquid crystal composition having a negative dielectric anisotropy value, and

more particularly, to a nematic liquid crystal composition useful as a ferroelectric liquid crystal composition. It is known that a nematic liquid crystal
display element using a nematic liquid crystal has a high display contrast and a high response speed as compared with a display element using a

liquid crystal display element. However, known nematic liquid crystals, particularly nematic liquid crystals with a positive dielectric
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